Volkswagen Group of America * Test Center California

The Test Center California is located in Oxnard, California and is comprised of both an automotive technical center and the only emissions laboratory for the Volkswagen Group in North America. We are a testing service provider for various internal groups under our multiple brands and for external customers that utilize our emissions services.

VGA is currently looking for a graduate electrical engineer student with some work experience in the field. This position is not yet available and will not be for some time but we have the ability to provide some options for current students who may be interested in this opportunity. The responsibilities, as well as the equipment the engineer would interact with and be responsible for within this role, are further described in the attachments above.

Additionally, below is a link for a few other positions that are available. These two positions are the “Laboratory Technical Specialist” and “Engineering Analyst”. Another position, the “Laboratory Operations Engineer” will also be available within the next few days.

The search criteria that students should enter into the various fields to find the two openings are as follows:

Job Field: All; Location: United States, California, Oxnard; Organization: Volkswagen Group of America, Inc., All).

http://www.volkswagengroupamerica.com/careers_search.html
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Business Operations Specialist
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